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\11	 Introduction

Progressively more sensitive, less noisy receivers are being
developed in the ultrahigh-frequency range. The great expenditure
incurred in measuring low power, however, would not be justified
without the exact knowledge of the processes in the transmission
sy stem between a generator (e.g., an antenna) and the receiver. In
addition to mismatching and loss in the system, the random noise
of certain transmitting two-ports must be considered. Their role
becomes significant in highly sensitive nuclear resonance measure-
ments, in satellite communication systems, and in radio-astronomical
receivers, in which cosmic radio sources (with a radiation flow of
several 10 -26 Wm-2 Hz -1 ) produce an antenna noise of onl y a few
degrees Kelvin. Cooled noise standards are used for calibration;
i.e., terminal resistances (black body) which produce a speci-:ically
known thermal noise of the same order of magnitude. The maximum
output Pmax that can be transmitted from a noise standard at tem-
perature T (or from an antenna with an equivalent noise temperature)
across an ideal microwave conductor to a connected receiver is,
according to Ref. 1, where k is Boltzmann's constant and df is the
bandwidth of the receiving system. For a system with constant band-
width, Pmax is proportional to T , so that the power absorbed by
the receiver is generally represented by the noise temperature T.

"'mnx — k %'d/,

Formally, additional structural parts sucn d5^ )dttenuators, iasQlators,
and switches, with loss factors L 1 , L 2J ... ,Ln and temperatures
T 1 , T 2 , 000 ,Tn are connected between a noise output standard G of
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temperature To and the receiver input. If the matching of all
structural elements is ideal, the noise temperature Tynabsorbed
by the receiver is, according to Ref. 2.

w	 w_	 (2)

TV " an	 — LI ) I Ili, snit LO -0, J.,,+ t m I.
c u	 t—t+t

The ideal case of an exact broadband matching of all micro-
'	 wave components of a system of the transmission line cannot be

achieved technicall y . It might be possible to match the indivi-
dual components to each other with the aid of interconnected
tuners. However, this has the disadvantage that, because of
the additional coupling flanges and the added loss through the
reflectors, the error sources would be increased. Furthermore,
tuners are strongly dependent of frequency, so that a consistently
good matching over the entire receiver bandwidth, often of
several megaherz, is unattainable.

Several attempts have been made already (e.g., in Refs. 3,
4, and 5) to approximate the effect of mismatch of lossy trans-
mission components. Recently, a relation was derived in Ref. 6
by a different means from that used in this work, which is only
partly valid in terms of the conditions set forth there: The
reflectivity factor of the receiver input must be complex-conjugated
to that refelctivity factor which is measured outward from the
receiver in the direction of the cascaded circuLt. Furthermore,
the portion emitted from the receiver, then reflected by the cas-
caded structural components, and again absorbed by the receiver
was not taken into consideration in the calculated noise output.
Our goal was, therefore, to find a comprehensive relation for the
output transmission by missmatched passive two -ports with their
own noise -output contribution. The scattering matrix

S 11	 'S12
S =	 ;

S 21	 S22

•	 was used for the description, whose individual elements could be r

determined by Ref. 7, for example. If po is the reflection- coeffi-
cient of the generator, qo the reflectivity factor of the receiver,
Amax again the maximum output capacity of a generator, and if the
transmission two-ports between G and E are described by matrix S
(Fig. 2), then the output Pp that the receiver ca-i absorb is cal- 	 J
culated, according to Ref. S, by

FFlo(
s PMRX I '-1 n012 ) ( I — 19,01 2 ) I S21 2 	'

where

QS Sl 1 +
Sl= S2 t 70

(4+^)

is the reflection coefficient measured outward from the generator
in the direction of the;two-ports with the reciever connected.
In the opposite directibn,'the reflection coefficient p S is measured r

Ir 	1

t ,I,	 , -I	 L	 al i
y

i-

_	 -.
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from the receiver in the direction of the two-ports, wi7.. the
noise source connected, and can be calculated using

from the scattering matrix of the cascaded two-ports and the
reflectivity factor of the noise source. If q S in Eq. (3a) is re-
placed by Eq. (4a), a different expression is obtained for Eq. (3a):

L - po sl t ! 1 - wel ll	 (3 V)

As a special case, with a faulty two -port between C and E

0 1
S -

1 0

(transmission length 0), and the output transmission between the
mismatched generator and receiver is obtained from Eq. (3) if
qo,= q and po - p S is measured at the same locations between
C and 	 , e.g., at the coupling flanges:

1'c: 
	 (1" -° I POI `) ( 1 - (90 s) ,	 (5)1 — i,ugo^e

The required relation for the total noise of cascaded noise re-
sistances can now be derived from Eqs. (3) and (5), if the con-
siderations with which Eq. (2) was derived are carried further:
The noise output P i of the absorber/twoport combination (Fig. 2),
which may at first produce noise together with temperature T 1 , is
obtainc d from Eq. (5)  with Pmax from Eq. (1) :

(90t)Plc = k Ti d/ 
( 1 - py s) ( 1 -	 .R k T 1 d/ •

 (6)
 .I 1 - p5 Ro :

The noise output P	 that has reached the receiver from the ter-
minal resistance Rof temperature Ti across the two-port is, with
Eq. (3b),

rP1D =kTld/(1	 p0^')(1-•^^/u1=)^ s^^= _
11 — posh s 1	 (7)

= kTl d/ • D..

The contribution of the noisy two-port itself becomes, with ab-
breviations C and D from Eqs . (6) and . M:) :

PR a PIC 1'1D	 D)kTld/.	 (S)

If the terminal resistance now takes on temperature To instead
of T i , the noise output which the receiver obtains from the ab-
sorber becomes P OD - + kT ' d f • D. rThe' total noise output absorbed
by the receiver (from thg,noise resistance is thus . -	 i

c

1) ED = POD + P« _ [DTO+ (C —,D) T1 ) kcl/. (9),
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In Eq. (2), the circuit is matChed to the receiver with two-
ports and generator. The total maximum noise output of the re-
ceiver input resistance was therefore put into the circuit and
consumed there. In the present problem, the portion
P_ (1 - C)kTFEdf emmitted from the receiver input, e.g., a cir-
c^i^

„

 ator (which produces noise with the equivalent temperature TEE
in the direction of the noise standard), reflected by the two-ports,
and also registered at the output of the receiver, is added to the
output P D• 

Thus, the total reflectivity-dependent output
availabl at the receiver input is obtained:

Pvi a [ U710 -1- (C - D) 7' 1 f ( 1 - C) TR1gJ kd/ .^
" vt kill	 (Ion)

or, expressed in noise temperatures:
7'vt = U'1'o -1- (0— D) T l -{- 0 — C) T I .A .... ( 1 b)

For the case in which several mismatched two-ports (with
scattering matrices S ts S 2 , ••• ,Sn ) with different temperatures
T 1 , T 2i ••• Tn are connected between the noise standard and the re-
ceiver (Fig. 3), a relation corresponding to Eq. (2) must be
found. To do so, the considerations with which Eq. (10) was ob-
tained must be executed repeatedly. Thus, the total noise tem-
perature	 t

	

I'vs — DO TO + (1), -. P0)'1', + ( lit 	 1 ) 1) 1I1r -J-
.}.....^.((!—.11N—I) 7'N '^' ( l — C) 7'KK 	 (Il A)

is obtained or more briefly,

TVs Do To + ^^ (D, - D,-1) T4 s

(11b)

NM TM+i'- L Dj(Tj+, - Tt)	 j

with	 Da -C. D„+1 - 1, Tx +1 = TES-.

D 1 is the transmission factor for the output from the ith two-port
•	 (across two-ports i + 1 to n) to the receiver input. (The original

noise source is designated as zeroth two-port here.) Thus,

A — 0 — I p1 1 2) (1--  ^+i ^ s) ^t+i►SY ^_ (12a) .1— pr t+iSi t	 1— P. ?,j+ 1

with +", San
(

.0 1
1

. :

	

1 p	
S = as.,

The reflectivity factors p i , qi and matrices iS will be calculated
in the next section.

	

For a fixed arrancfements;" , th,6 factor (1 . - I qn	
1 1

 2 ) is a con-
stant and can also be' used •in'the' "calcul6t'ion of t9e amplification
factor of the circuits it is then automatically taken into account
in the ;calibration,.	 ' " -
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2. Calculation of the Reflectivity Factors and the Scattering
Matrtx for Cascaded 4wo-Parts

The calculation of the scattering matrix n S of two-ports
connected in series (two-port i to two-port n inclusive) from
the scatterinq matrix elements of the individual two-ports with
the aid of matrix theory is awkward. One would first have to change
the individual scattering matrices t S to nS into the appropriate
"scattering-transfer-matrices," multiply these by one another, and
calculate the multiplied matrix back into scattering ma,.rix nS.
This conversion for reciprocal too-ports is presented in Ref. 7.
The formula can easily be extended to nonreciprocal two-ports.

In Ref. 9, the scattering matrix of an arbitrary passive net-
work is calculated from the scattering matrices of the individual
elements with the aid of a signal flow diagram -- similar to the
node or loop rule of low-frequency electronics.

The reflectivity factors pi, qi matrix elements !S11,*iS
c 

2
and the amount of nS 21 required in Eq. (12a), however, can be e-
termined recursively much more,easily and quickly from known
equations than by using the above procedure:

The complex ZS 11 aie calculated from the recursion formula
for q Z , making qn+1	 0; thus,

(;Stt —	 Or i	 (13a)

The recursion formula for q 2 follows from Eq. (4a):

tst: 1,32t ?t.t

	

qt — tstt +	 fur i — 0,1, ..., n. (13b)
1 — tSzz Qt^i  	 '

All qi or iS lt can now be written immediatly, one iafter the other,
from qn+l and the individual scattering matrices S.

A recursion formula can be given for matrix elements

	

_	 IS21 t+is:t	 . ' (130)..

	

w 

t	 1 " t8221 +lsit 	`... .

where, again,

(1 01'
0 1

Thus, starting with n S 1, all, 	 the required nS21 are calc.0-•
lated one by one, up to 5 2 1,; from the individually measured 2S.

I

3. Approximation Equati^

Thus far, any two-ports
the receivak-input have been
tion in the calculations for

Dn for Use of One Isolator,

permanently connected in series to
included without further eonsidera-
the receiver. It was not necessary

.. 	4•x.1.	 ...	 .'. ... _. 1.	 .i .. ♦
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to know the values of these two-ports, since they were automa-
tically taken into account in the receiver calibration. Na-
turally, this simplification is-possible unly if the output
transmission across these fixed-two -ports is not degraded by
the cascaded variable two-ports. With the amplification equa-
tion for receivers

us
	

C

where U is the voltage at the output of the receiver ( recorder),
g the amplification factor of the receiver,T	 the receiver back-

.	 ground noise, and Ty the noise temperature J those two -ports,
this means: The portion of the noise temperature of those two-
ports that are included with the receiver must be separated from
Ty and added to TE 	 This yields new expressions T'y and T'E;
the amplification factor g may also change (g').

If these transformations are to be made, the following con-
ditions must be fullfilled:

1. Since the registration at the receiver output does not change
when a two-port is no longer counted with the noise source but
with the receiver, the following must be true for the same
measuring arrangement:	 i

2. The noise temperature T'y absorbed by the expanded receiver E'
must not be dependent on the parameters of this receiver
except for its input reflectivity factor.

3. T' E must be independent of the parameters of the two-ports
of the new receiver input.

4. The new amplification factor g' must not be dependent on the
parameters connected to the receiver E' , except on the avail-
able noise temperature.

•	 These requirements can be fulfilled for a matched measuring ar-
rangement. This can easily be seen if one substitutes Tyn from
Eq. (2) for TV in Eq. (14) and converts it. If, for example, the

•	 nth two-port is added to the receiver;, then

T• T
E + ( 1 —'Loo) TN	 ^, s o

L
* ,

s	 1n

Now the only thing that remains.is to calculate T'y from the mag-
nitudes of the generator and of. two-ports 1 to n - 1:

T^ — Ti, x-i

k.

To examine the problem for-mismatched networks, Eq. (llb)
with (12a) is entered into Eq. (14). It is necessary for the two-
ports i = . t + 1 (t whole number<n) to i - n to be counted with the
receiver, and the question arises when all four conditions are ful-
filled simultaneously: According to Eq. (12a) manitude Di in	 t
Eq. (llb) is dependent on the factor 11 - pii+1S11T, which, for
i = 0, 1, 2, ••• ,t '2, cAnnot be counted unequivocallx either with
T'y or g' and, by assumption, not with T' E either (i+,Sl i for the

r•	 y
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given i is dependent on the two"ports in front of as well as
within receiver E'; p 1 , on the other hand, only on the two-ports
in front of F,'): the requirements cited can therefore not be sa-
tisfied. All of these conditions can be fulfilled only if two-port
t + 1 is an ideal insulator or circulator. These prevent the "re-
ciprocal amplification (penetration)" of the reflectivity factors
from one side of the two-port to the other. With the input to two-
port t + 1 as the input to receiver E', the new factors D'tbecome
somewhat simpler than the transmission factors Di:

_—L!4_1 1M0,j,...,l, (121)11 — P1g1+:1

where

Now q +l is the reflectivity factor at the input to receiver E' .
The c anged amplification factor and the changed noise temper-
ature of the amplifier need not be calculated, since they are
automatically taken into account in the calibration.

If two-port t + 1 is an ideal decoupler, additional two-ports
t, t - 1 can be counted with receiver E' only if they have the
same temperature (Tt+ l ) as the insulator.

If a single two-port with the same temperature is connected
in series with the isolator ► with temperature T I , Eq. (10b) is
simplified with D = D' Q and the noise temperature T' EE f T2 = T1
of t	 new receiver input:

TY,,— Tl — D*'(T j — To),

where D 1 0 is calculated from Eq. (12b), with t = 1.

E XAMP LL

If we assume the case in which the isolator has a stop-band
attenuation of 20 dB, then it will decouple the amounts of the
(voltage) reflectivity factor by about a factor of 10. With a
measuring arrangement such as that commenly used for radio-astro-
nomical measurements, the maximum errors of the most unfavorable
phase position of the two-ports should be given. A noise source
with 1 pol + 0.02 and a receiver with l g 41 = 0.05 , between which
two reciprocal two-ports with reflectivity elements in the amounts
Of I'Slll - l'S221 = 1 2S lll = 1 2 S 22 1-0.02and an isolator as the
third two-port, with 1 3S III = ; 3 S 22 1 = 0.05, are connected shall
serve as an example. Two-ports 1 and 2 and the reciprocal amplifi-
cation direction of the isolator may not produce any attenuation
losses but only reflectivity losses. The kinetic temperatures
shall be T80°K for the noise source, Ts = 290°K for the in-
sulator. gince the loss-free two-ports 1 and 2 cannot make their
own noise contribution, it is expected that the measured noise
output is independent of their-temperatures T l and T 2 . From Eq.(11),
it therefore follows that D,D = D l .' D 2 must be for any reflectivities.E
This cannot readily be'recognii4d from Eq. (12a) or (12b), but it
could generally be,demonstrated.
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If the mismatching that occurs when an isolator with in-
finite stop -band attenuation is used is not taken inter consider-
ation at all, Chen the error in the absolute calibration of the
measuring arrangement in the above example (according to Eq. 11)
is at most 3°K with an unfavorable phase position. For an i-
solator with infinite stop-band attenuation at 20 dB, the noise
temperature can deviate at most 0.2°K from that calculated assum-
ing an ideal isolator and taking into consideration the given
mismatch. Since the measuring accuracy for the circuit losses
produces an error of similar magnitude, the above -mentioned sim-
plification of the absolute calibration of receivers can be used
with good isolators -

The noise of cascaded one- and two -ports was calculated in
Eq. (11). In ade-tion to this, the total noise of a circuit of
different multi-ports is of interest. Such arrangements are found,
for example, in circulators of parameteric amplifiers. This pro-
blem will be investigated in a later study.

NOTE
During the editing of t?lis , contribution, the rough manuscript

of a study was received which is related to the above topic: "The
Effect of Mismatched Components on Microwave Noise-Temperature
Calibrations," by T.Y. Otoshi, Jet Proppulsion Laboratory ► , Cali d

-fornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California.
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FIGURES

Generator	 t	 t	 . ._Receiver
Two-port

Fig. 1. Several serially connected, mismatched attenuation ele-
;ents with different temperatures in a mismatched measuring
arrangement.

^	 s	 ^

Two-port

Fig. 2. Any two-port with temperature r in a mismatched measur-
ing arrangement.

6	 'sm t^'su	 f	 't	 E

	

Generator 'Two-portZ	 + Receiver

Two-port-i _ j-- --,s--	 '
Two-port , chain ,( i to n )

Fig. 3. Serially connected noise two-ports with different noise
temperatures in a mismatched measuring arrangement.
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